Abstract-SimRank is a similarity measure between vertices in a graph, which has become a fundamental technique in graph analytics. Recently, many algorithms have been proposed for efficient evaluation of SimRank similarities. However, the existing SimRank computation algorithms either overlook uncertainty in graph structures or is based on an unreasonable assumption (Du et al). In this paper, we study SimRank similarities on uncertain graphs based on the possible world model of uncertain graphs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Complicated relationships between entities are often rep resented by a graph. The similarities between entities can be revealed by analyzing the links between the vertices in a graph. Recently, evaluating similarities between vertices has become a fundamental issue in graph analytics. It plays an important role in many applications, including entity resolution [12] , recommender system [5] and spam detection [1] . Assessing similarities between vertices is also a cornerstone of many graph mining tasks, such as graph clustering [24] , frequent subgraph mining [26] and dense subgraph discovery [25] .
A lot of similarity measures have been proposed [25] , e.g., Jaccard similarity, Dice similarity and cosine similarity, which are motivated by the intuition that two vertices are more similar if they share more common neighbors. However, these measures cannot evaluate similarities between vertices without common neighbors. To address this problem, Jeh and Widom [8] proposed a versatile similarity measure called SimRank based on the intuition that two vertices are similar if their in-neighbors are similar too. Since SimRank captures the topology of the whole graph, it can be used to assess the similarity between two vertices regardless they have conunon neighbors or not. Hence, SimRank has been widely used, and a lot of studies have been done on efficient SimRank computation [6, 13, 16, 20] .
Almost all the studies on SimRank focus on deterministic graphs. However, in recent years, people have realized that 978-1-5090-2020-1/16/$3 1.00 © 2016 IEEE 565 uncertainty is intrinsic in graph structures, e.g., protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks. A graph inherently accompanied with uncertainty is called an uncertain graph. Considerable researches on managing and mining uncertain graphs have shown that the effects of uncertainty on the quality of results have been undervalued in the past [9, 15, 26] . To the best of our knowledge, the only work on SimRank computation on uncertain graphs has been carried out by Du et al. [3] . Whereas, SimRank on uncertain graphs is important in many applications. We show two examples as follows.
Application 1 (Detecting Similar Proteins). Finding pro teins with similar biological functions is of great significance in biology and pharmacy [18, 23] . Traditionally, the similarity between proteins are measured by matching their correspond ing DNA's [18] . However, similar DNA sequences may not generate proteins with similar functions. Recent approaches are based on PPI networks. A PPI network represents interactions between proteins detected by experiments, which reflects func tional relationships among proteins more directly. A pair of proteins with high structural-context similarity are more likely to have similar biological functions. However, due to errors and noise in biological experiments, uncertainty is inherent in a PPI network. This motivates us to study SimRank similarities on uncertain graphs.
Application 2 (Entity Resolution). Entity resolution (ER) is a primitive operation in data cleaning. The goal of ER is to find records that refer to the same real-world entity from heteroge neous data sources. Considerable ER algorithms [12, 19] fall into the category of organizing data records as a graph, where vertices represent data records, and edges between records are associated with similarity values. Such graph is typically an uncertain graph since the weights are often normalized into [0,1] and regarded as probabilities. In the existing graph based ER algorithms, they aggregate similar vertices into an entity but ignore uncertainty information. For example, the ElF algorithm [12] discards the edges whose weights are less than a threshold and aggregates similar records according to the Jaccard similarity. To take uncertainty into account, we study SimRank similarities on uncertain graphs.
Challenges. The challenges of SimRank on uncertain graphs come from two aspects, namely its formulation and computa tion. Notice that the SimRank on a deterministic graph can be formulated in the language of random walks on graphs [8] . Specifically, the SimRank matrix (i.e., the matrix of SimRank similarities) can be formulated as a (nonlinear) combination of the one-step transition probability matrix (i.e., the matrix of one-step transition probabilities). However, such formulation cannot be adapted to uncertain graphs. This is because, for a deterministic graph, the k-step transition probability matrix W ( k ) equals the kth power of the one-step transition probabil ity matrix W C I ) , i.e., W C k ) = (W ( 1 ) ) k . However, as analyzed in this paper, for an uncertain graph, the k-step transition probability matrix W ( k ) is unequal to the kth power of the one step transition probability matrix W ( l ) , i.e., W ( k ) -I=-(W ( 1 ) ) k .
Unfortunately, the only work on SimRank on uncertain graphs [3] does not solve this problem since it makes an unreasonable assumption that W ( k ) = (W ( l ) ) k for all k ?: 1. Hence, the challenges in SimRank formulation are as follows.
1:
How to define random walks on uncertain graphs?
2:
How to define SimRank on uncertain graphs based on random walks on uncertain graphs?
For a deterministic graph, the SimRank matrix can be approximated using many methods [13, 17, [20] [21] [22] . All these methods are based on the fact that the SimRank matrix is a (nonlinear) combination of the one-step transition probability matrix W ( 1 ) . Therefore, the central operations involved in these methods are fast matrix multiplications with the columns of W ( 1 ) and (W ( 1 ) ) T . However, all these methods cannot be adapted to compute the SimRank matrix for an uncertain graph because the k-step transition probability matrix W ( k ) on uncertain graphs does not satisfy that W ( k ) = (W ( 1 ) ) k . In fact, the SimRank matrix for an uncertain graph is a combination of all transition probability matrices W ( ) for k = 1,2, ....
Hence, the challenges in SimRank computation are as follows.
3:
How to efficiently compute the k-step transition prob ability matrix W ( k ) for an uncertain graph?
4:
How to efficiently approximate the SimRank matrix for an uncertain graph?
To deal with the challenges 1-4 listed above, we study theory and algorithms of SimRank on uncertain graphs. The studies in this paper are strictly based on the possible world model of uncertain graphs [9, 10, 15, 26] . In the possible world model, an uncertain graph represents a probability distribution over all the possible worlds of the uncertain graph. Each possible world is a deterministic graph that the uncertain graph could possibly be in practice. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
Contribution 1. In this paper, we formulate random walks on uncertain graphs rigorously following the possible world model. We define the k-step transition probability from a vertex u to a vertex v as the probability that a walk stays at u at time n and arrives at v at time n + k in a randomly selected possible world. Our definition satisfies Markov's property, that is, for all n ?: 0 and all vertices v, the probability that a walk stays at v at time n + 1 is only determined by the vertex at which the walk stays at time n, independent of all the vertices that the walk has visited at time 0,1,2, ... ,n -1. One of our main findings is that, for an uncertain graph, the k-step transition probability matrix W ( k ) is not equal to the kth power of the one-step transition probability matrix W ( l ) .
In case when there is no uncertainty involved in graphs, our definition of random walks on uncertain graphs degenerates to random walks on deterministic graphs.
Contribution 2. Based on the model of random walks on uncertain graphs, we define the SimRank measure on uncertain graphs. The SimRank similarity between two vertices u and v is formulated as the combination of the probabilities that two random walks starting from u and v, respectively, meet at the same vertex after k transitions for all k = 1,2, .... Since 566 W ( k ) -I=-(W ( 1 ) ) k , we cannot formulate the SimRank matrix in a recursive equation in W ( 1 ) only. Thus, the existing algo rithms for SimRank computation cannot be used to evaluate SimRank similarities on uncertain graphs.
Contribution 3. We propose three algorithms for approxi mating the SimRank similarity between two vertices. The central idea of these algorithms is approximating the SimRank similarity between two vertices u and v by combining the probabilities that two random walks starting from u and v, respectively, meet at the same vertex after k transitions for 1 � k � n, where n is a sufficiently large number. We prove that the approximate value converges to the exact value as n -+ +00. Moreover, the approximation error exponentially decreases as n becomes larger.
The three SimRank computation algorithms proposed in this paper adopt different approaches to computing transition probability matrices. The first algorithm exactly computes the transition probability matrices W ( 1 ) , W ( 2 ) , ... , w ( n ) . The second algorithm approximates W ( 1 ) , W ( 2 ) , ... ,w ( n ) via sampling. To make a tradeoff, the third algorithm called the two-phase algorithm works in two phases. Let 1 � I � n. In the first phase, we exactly compute W ( 1 ) , W ( 2 ) , ... , W ( l ) ; in the second phase, we approximate W ( l +l ) , W ( l +2 ) , ... , w ( n )
by sampling. Finally, we combine these results to approximate the SimRank similarities. By carefully selecting l, the two phase algorithm can achieve comparable efficiency as the sampling algorithm and about an order of magnitude smaller relative error than the sampling algorithm. Furthermore, we develop a new technique to share the common steps within a large number of independent sampling processes, which decreases the total sampling time by 1-2 orders of magnitude.
Contribution 4. We conducted extensive experiments on a variety of datasets to evaluate our proposed algorithms. The experimental results verify both the effectiveness and the con vergence of our SimRank measure. The two-stage algorithm is much more efficient than the baseline algorithm on large uncertain graphs, and its relative error is about an order of magnitude smaller than the sampling algorithm. Moreover, our speeding-up technique can make the sampling process 1-2 orders of magnitude faster without hanning the accuracy of the results. We also performed two interesting case studies on detecting similar proteins and entity resolution to verify the effectiveness of our SimRank similarity measure.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews some preliminaries. Section III gives formal definition of random walks on uncertain graphs. Section IV proposes the algorithm for computing the k-step transition probability matrices of an uncertain graph. Section V formulates the SimRank on uncertain graphs. Section VI proposes three Sim Rank computation algorithms and the speeding-up technique. Section VII reports the experimental results. Section VIII overviews the related work. Section IX concludes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we review some preliminary knowledge, including random walks on graphs, the SimRank similarity measure and the model of uncertain graphs. 
for all i ;::: 1 and all Vo, VI, ... ,Vi E V ( G). For any u, V E V(G), Pr(Xi = VIXi -1 = u ) represents the probability that the random walk, when on vertex u at time i-I, will next make a transition onto vertex V at time i. Particularly,
Note that Pr(Xi = VIXi -1 = u ) is fixed for all i;::: 1, so we denote Pr(Xi = VIXi -l = u ) by Pr(u -7 1 v), which is called the one-step transition probability from vertex u to vertex v. Therefore, for all Vo, VI, ... ,V n E V (G), the probability that a random walk Xo, X l , X 2 , ... , when starting from vertex Vo at time 0, will later be on vertex Vi at time i for 1 � i � n is
For all i ;::: 0, k ;::: 1, and all u, v E V ( G), the probability that a random walk on vertex u at time i will later be on vertex v after k additional transitions is
By Eq. (1), Pr(XH k = vlXi = u ) is fixed for all i ;::: 0, so we denote Pr(XH k = vlXi = u ) by Pr(u -7 k v), called the k-step transition probability from vertex u to vertex v. For all k ;::: 1, Pre u -7 k v) can be recursively formulated by
We can also formulate transition probabilities in the form of matrices. Suppose V( G) = {VI, V 2 , ... ,v n }. For k ;::: 1, let W ( k ) be the matrix of k-step transition probabilities, that is,
where A is the adjacency matrix of G with rows normalized, that is, Ai , j = l/IOG(vi)1 if (Vi, Vj) E E (G), and Ai , j = 0 otherwise. For k > 1, we have
SimRank. SimRank is a structural-context similarity measure for vertices in a directed graph [8] . It is designed based on the intuition that two vertices are similar if their in-neighbors are similar too. Let s ( u, v) be the SimRank similarity between vertices u and v in a directed graph G. s ( u, v) is defined by V(G) = {V l ,V 2 , ' " ,v n } and S be a matrix with n rows and n columns, where Si , j = s ( Vi, Vj) for 1 � i, j � n. Let A be the column-normalized adjacency matrix of graph G. We have S = cA T SA -diag(cA T SA) + I, where diag(X) is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal components are the diagonal components of X. In many literatures [3, 11, 22] , S is often approximated as S = cA T SA + (1-c)I.
Uncertain Graphs. An uncertain graph is a tuple (V, E, P), where V is a set of vertices, E is a set of arcs, and P : E -7 (0, 1] is a function assigning existence probabilities to the arcs. Particularly, P( e ) is the probability that arc e exists in practice. Let V(Q), E(Q) and Pg be the vertex set, the edge set and the existence probability function of an uncertain graph g, respectively. Let Ig(v) and Og(v) be the sets of in and out neighbors of vertex v in an uncertain graph g, respectively.
Under the possible world semantics [9, 10, 15, 25, 26] , an uncertain graph 9 represents a probability distribution over all its possible worlds. More precisely, a possible world of 9 is a deterministic graph G such that V (G) = V (Q) and
E( G) � E(Q).
Let n(Q) be the set of all possible worlds of 9 and 9 =} G be the event that 9 exists in the form of its possible world G in practice. Following previous work [3, 9, 10, 15, 25, 26] , we reasonably assume that the existence probabilities of edges are mutually independent. Hence, the probability of the event 9 =} G is
It is easy to verify that L GErl(Q) Pr�y =} G) = 1. Fig. 1 shows an uncertain graph 9 and one of its possible worlds G.
We have Pr(Q =} G) � 0.0043.
III. RANDOM WALKS ON UNCERTA IN GRAPHS
In this section we give a formal definition of a random walk on an uncertain graph. Let 9 be an uncertain graph.
Under the possible world model, 9 encodes a probability distribution over n(Q), the set of all possible worlds of g. Let Xo, X l , X 2 , ... be a random walk on any possible world of g. For all vo, VI, ... , V n E V(Q), the probability Pr(X n = v n lXo = Vo,···, X n -l = V n -l ) generally takes different values on different possible worlds of g.
Let PrG(E) denote the probability of an event E on a possible world G, and let Prg(E) denote the probability of an event E on a possible world of 9 selected at random according to the probability distribution given in Eq. (4). Then, we have Prg(X n = v n lXo = Vo,···, X n-I = V n-I) = L PrG(X n = v n lXo = Vo,···, X n-I = V n-I) Pr(Q =? G)
= L PrG(X n = V n lX n-1 = V n-I) Pr(Q =? G) GEO(9) =Prg(X n = v n lX n-1 = V n-l).
The second equality is due to Markov's property of a random walk on a deterministic graph. The above equation states that, on an uncertain graph, the probability that a random walk is on vertex vn at time n is independent of all the previous vertices except the vertex it stays at time n -1, thus it satisfies Markov's property.
We now define the k-step transition probability from a vertex u to a vertex v on uncertain graph 9 for k ?: 1. On a randomly chosen possible world of g, the probability that a random walk is on vertex v at time n given that it is on vertex u at time n -k is given by
is fixed regardless of n, so we use Prg(u -t k v) to denote the value of Prg(X n = VIX n -k = u) for any n ?: k. For k ?: 1, let W ( k ) be the matrix of k-step transition probabilities on uncertain graph g,
GErl(Q)
where W� ) is the matrix of k-step transition probabilities on possible world G.
IV. COMPUTING TRANSITION PROBABILITIES
In this section we propose an algorithm for computing the k-step transition probability, Pr 9 (u -t k v), from a vertex u to a vertex v in an uncertain graph g. By Eq. (6), we have
Hence, we only need to consider the vertices VI, V 2 ,···, V k-l such that u, VI, V 2 , ... , V k-l , V is a walk.
For convenience of presentation, let Vo = u and V k = v. For any walk W = Vo, VI,"" Vb we call Prg(X 1 = VI, X 2 = V 2 , ... ,X k = v k lXo = vo) the walk probability of W given that W starts from Vo. According to the possible world model,
GEO(Q) i=O Hence, computing the k-step transition probability Prg(u -t k v) reduces to computing the walk probabilities of all walks starting from u and staying at V after k additional transitions.
Note that, on a deterministic graph G, the walk probability PrG(X 1 = VI, X 2 = V 2 ,·· ., X k = v k lXo = Vo) can be easily computed by Eq. (1), that is,
However, this simple method cannot be geheralized to com puting walk probabilities on an uncertain graph because
GEO ( 9 ) ,=0
i=O GEO ( 9 ) The two equations above are generally unequal unless none of vo, VI, ... , V k are the same. Intuitively, if Vi = Vj for some 1 :s: i,j :s: k and i i= j, then, on any possible world G, the transition from Vi to Vi +l and the transition from Vj to Vj +l are not independent. This finding distinguishes our work from the work by Du et al. [3] , in which they make an unreasonable
In the following we propose an algorithm for computing walk probabilities in Section IV-A and an algorithm for com puting k-step transition probabilities in Section IV-B.
A. Computing Wa lk Probabilities
Let W = Vo, VI, ... , V k be a walk on uncertain graph g. Let V(W) be the set of vertices in W. We PrG(Xl = VI, X2 = V2, ... , Xk = vklXo = vo)
vEV ( W ) where inv(x) = 1jx if x i= 0, and inv(x) = 1 otherwise. If W is not a walk in G, then Pr G(X 1 = VI, X 2 = V 2 , ... , X k = v k lXo = Vo) = O. Therefore, the walk probability Prg(X 1 = VI, X 2 = V 2 ,·· ., X k = V k lXo = Vo) can be computed by Prg(Xl = Vl,X2 = V2, ... ,Xk = vklXo = vo) (8) GEO ( 9 ) ,WI-G vEV ( W ) where W f--G represents that W is a walk in G.
Due to the independence assumption on the edges of g, we have the following lemma, which gives an equivalent formulation of Eq. (8). (9) vEV ( W )
For all V E V(W), we can compute the term ow(v) in Eq. (9) in polynomial time. The method is described as follows.
Observe that, for each V E V(W), cw(v) is a constant; while IO G (v)1 varies on different possible worlds G. Our method is based on evaluating the probability distribution of lO G (v) I across all possible worlds G of 9 such that (v, w) E E( G) for all w E Ow(v).
r ( O,O ) +--I
5:
for i +--1 to n do 6:
r e i , i ) +--r e i -1, i -I ) Pg((v, Wi» 8:
r ( i , j ) +--r ( i-l , j-I ) Pg((v, w; ) +r( i-l , j )( l-Pg ( v, will ) 10: 
Naturally, the probability that 10c(v)1 = x in a randomly selected possible world
wEO w( v ) x=o (10) By Lemma 1 and Eq. (10), we immediately have the WalkPr algorithm as described in Figure 2 for computing the walk probability of a walk W in an uncertain graph g. 
B. Computing k-step Transition Probabilities
We now propose the algorithm for computing the k-step transition probability, Prg(u ---'t k v), from a vertex u to a vertex v in an uncertain graph g. By Eq. (7), Pr(u ---'t k v)
is the summation of walk probabilities of all walks starting from u and ending at v after k transitions. To further improve efficiency, instead of computing Pr( u ---'t k v) from scratch, we compute Pr( u ---'t k v) based on the (k -1 )-step transition probabilities Pr( u ---'t k-l w) for all vertices W such that (w, v)
is an arc. Our incremental method is based on the following lemmas. The proofs are omitted due to space limits.
Lemma 2: Let W = Vo, VI, ... , Vk be a walk on 9 and (V k ,V k+l ) E E(9). Then, W' = V O ,V l , ... ,v k+l is also a walk on g, and Prg(X 1 =Vl, ... ,X k+l =v k+l IXo =vo) Prg(XI = VI,"" X k = v k lXo = vo)
In some cases when W is not too long, the above lemma can be simplified as the following one.
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Lemma 3: Let W vo, VI,"" v k and W' VO,VI, ... ,Vk+1 be two walks on g, where (V k ,V k+l ) is an arc of g. If the minimum length of the cycles in 9 is at least k, then we have
Based on Lemmas 2 and 3, we propose the TransPr algo rithm to compute k-step transition probabilities as described in Figure 3 . The input of TransPr is an uncertain graph 9 and an integer K. The output of TransPr is the k-step transition probability matrices W ( l ) , W ( 2 ) , ... , W ( K ) .
The algorithm first computes W ( I ) and keeps it in main memory (line 1). The space used to store W ( 1 ) is O(IE(9)I). Then, we write W ( l ) to the I-step transition probability matrix file on disk. For every I-step walk W = u, v, we write to disk a tuple composed by the walk W, the walk probability of W, and the value Ow (v). Then, we compute the length f! of the shortest cycle in 9 using the method in [7] (line 2).
In the main loop (lines 3-18), we compute W ( k+l ) based on W ( k ) for 1 :s; k :s; K -1. For each specific k, we scan the walk probability file of k-step walks on disk. For each tuple (W, p, a) in the file, W is a walk of length k, p is the walk probability of W, and a is the value aw (v), where v is the last vertex in W. For every vertex W E Og( v), we append W to the end of W and thus obtain a new walk W' of length k + 1. We compute the walk probability of W' based on the walk probability of W either by Lemma 3 (line 9) or by Lemma 2 (line 12). Moreover, we compute the value aw'(w). After this, we write W', the walk probability of W', and the value aw, (w) to the walk probability file of (k + 1 )-step walks on disk (line 14). When the scanning over the walk probability file of k-step walks is completed, we sort the tuples (W', p ' , a ' ) in the walk probability file of (k + I)-step walks according to the start and the end vertices of W'. For all walks with the same start vertex u and the same end vertex v, we compute the (k+l)-step transition probability Prg(u ---'t k+l v) by summing up the walk probabilities of all these walks (line 17). Finally, we write the tuple (u,v,Prg(u ---'t k+l v)) to the file of the (k + I)-step transition probability matrix W ( k+l ) (line 18).
V. SIMRANK SIMILARITIES ON UNCERTA IN GRAPHS
In this section we give a formal definition of SimRank similarity on an uncertain graph. First, let us review a random walk-based definition of SimRank similarity on a deterministic graph. Let G be a deterministic graph and A the adjacency matrix of G with columns normalized. We have the following definition of the kth SimRank similarity matrix S ( k ) .
S ( O ) = I, S en) = cA T s ( n -l ) A + (1 -c)I for n > 0, where I is the identity matrix, and ° < c < 1 is the delay factor. Since G is a deterministic graph, we have A k = W ( k )
k=O Note that the element at the ith row and the jth column of (W ( k» ) T W ( k ) is the probability of two random walks starting from vertices i and j, respectively, meeting at the same vertex a ' +-aw '( w) 13: p ' +-pa ' /a
14:
write (W ' , p ' , a ' ) to the walk probability file of (k + I ) -step walks
IS:
sort all tuples (W, p, a) according to the start and the end vertices of W
16:
for each pair of vertices u and v do 17:
Prg(u --+ k+ l v) +-summation of walk probabilities of all walks starting at u and ending at v 18:
write (u, v, Prg(u --+ k+ l v)) to the file of W (k+ l ) Fig. 3 . Algorithm TransPr.
after exactly k transitions. The theorem below states that S e n) converges to the SimRank similarity matrix S as n --+ +00.
Theorem 1: lim n --+ + oo S e n) = S.
Based on the possible worlds model of uncertain graphs, we define SimRank similarity on an uncertain graph as follows.
Definition 1: For a uncertain graph g, a delay factor 0 < e < 1, and n ;::: 1, the nth SimRank similarity between two vertices u and v in g, denoted by 8� n) (U,v), is defined by s� n ) (u,v) = e n L Prg(u -7 n w) Prg(v -7 n w)
+ (1 -e) L e k Prg(u -7 k w) Prg(v -7 k w). The SimRank similarityi5etween u and v, denoted by 8g( u, v), is defined by 8g(U, v) = lim n --+ + oo 8� n JcU, v).
The following theorem gives an upper bound on the error between 8� n) (u, v) and 8g (u, v). The proof is omitted.
Theorem 2: For n;::: 1, 18� n) (U,v) -8g(u,v)1 ::; en +! .
As n increases, the error between 8� n JcU, v) and 8g(U, v) decreases exponentially. Therefore, similar to SimRank com putation on a deterministic graph, we can use 8� n Jc U, v) as a good approximation of 8g (u, v) when n is sufficiently large.
The following theorem shows that the SimRank similarity defined on uncertain graphs is a generalization of the SimRank similarity defined on deterministic graphs.
Theorem 3: Let G be a deterministic graph and g be an uncertain graph with V(9) = V(G), E(9) = E(G), and Pg(e) = 1 for all e E E(9). For all u, v E V(9), the SimRank similarity between u and v on g equals the SimRank similarity between u and v on G.
VI. COMPUTING SIMRANK SIMILARITIES
In this section we propose several algorithms for computing the SimRank similarity between two vertices in an uncertain graph, namely the baseline algorithm in Section VI-A, the sam pling algorithm in Section VI-B, the two-phase algorithm in Section VI-C and the speeding-up algorithm in Section VI-D.
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A. Baseline Algorithm
We first describe the baseline algorithm. Given as input an uncertain graph g, two vertices u, v, a real number e E (0, 1 ) and an integer n > 0, we first compute the transition probabil ity matrices W ( l ) , W (2) , ... , W e n) by the TransPr alfr0rithm. Then, we compute 8� n) (U,v) by Eq. (11) and return 8 g n) (U,v) as an approximation of 8g ( u, v).
To compute the term LWEVW) Prg(u --+k w) Prg(v --+k w) in Eq. (11), we need to read the two columns ofW (k) cor responding to u and v, respectively. Since W (k) is not sparse, we store W (k) in external memory. To facilitate data access, we store the elements of W (k) column-by-column in consecutive blocks on disk. Let B be the size of a disk block. Reading a column requires O(IV(9) II B) I/O's. Hence, the total number of I/O's of the baseline algorithm is O(n lV(9)IIB).
B. Sampling Algorithm
The second algorithm for computing 8� n Jc U, v) is based on random sampling. In this algorithm, we estimate each term LWEVW) Prg(u --+k w) Prg(v --+k w) in Eq. (11) via sampling. For k > 0, the sampling procedure is as follows.
Let N be a sufficiently large integer. We randomly sample N walks Wi", W�, ... ,WAr starting from u and N walks WI, Wi', ... , WAr starting fr om v, all of which are of length n. Each walk W should be sampled with the walk probability of W. A simple method to do this is to first sample a possible world G of g with probability Pr(9 =} G) and then randomly select a walk W on G. Indeed, this method is inefficient. In our algorithm, we adopt a more efficient method. Consequently, by Eq. (11), we can estimate 8� n) (U,v) by n-1 sb n ) (u,v) = e n m ( n ) (u,v) + (1-e) L e k m ( k ) (u,v). (13) k=O Algorithm Sampling(Q, u, v, n , N) 1: for i +--1 to N do
2:
WI' +--u
3:
for j +--1 to n do
4:
if w is not visited by W; u then
5:
II let w be the last vertex of Wi u
6:
sample all arcs leaving w according to its existing probability
7:
mark w visited by Wi u
8:
choose an instantiated neighbor x of w at random
9:
append x onto Wi u 10: for i +--1 to N do
11:
Wi v +--v
12:
13:
II let w be the last vertex of W.,v
14:
if w is not visited by W.," then
15:
16:
mark w visited by wt
17:
choose an instantiated out-neighbor z of w at random
18:
append z at the end of W.;' The Sampling algorithm in Fig. 4 illustrates the details of our sampling algorithm. We have the following result on the approximation error of Sampling. is the average degree of the vertices in g. The Sampling algorithm is more efficient than the baseline algorithm because it performs less I/O's and uses less memory.
C. The Two-stage Algorithm
To take the advantages of both the baseline algorithm and the sampling algorithm, we propose the two-stage algorithm. The algorithm is based on the following two observations.
(1) When k is small, the number of nonzero elements in the transition probability matrix W ( k ) is far less than IV(QW. Especially, there are only IE(Q) I nonzero elements in W ( 1 ) .
It decreases the number of I/O's to read the columns of W ( k ) .
Thus, the method used in the baseline algorithm is efficient in computing the exact value of m ( k ) (u,v).
(2) When k is large, the error of the estimated value iii ( k ) (u,v) computed by the sampling method is less than e k E with probability at least 1 -b.
Inspired by the two observations, we compute s� n) (u, v) in two stages. Let 1 < l < n. Stage 1. For 1 :s; k :s; l, compute m ( k ) (u, v) using the exact method given in the baseline algorithm.
Stage 2. For l < k :s; n, estimate m ( k ) (u,v) using the method given in the Sampling algorithm. Let iii ( k ) (u, v) be the estimated value of m ( k ) (u, v).
After the above two stages, we estimate s� n \ u, v) by
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for each vertex w in U (k) do
6:
for each vertex x in Og (w) do 7:
insert x into U (k+ l )
10: for k +--0 to n -1 do 11:
for each vertex w in V (k) do
13:
for each vertex x in Og (w) do 14:
16:
IIlsert x IIlto V (k+ l )
17: for k +--1 to n do
18:
compute fh (k) (u, v) according to Eq. (15) 19: compute sin ) (u, v) according to Eq. (14) 20: return si;u) (u, v) By Theorem 4, we immediately have the corollary below.
By tuning l, we can make a tradeoff between the time effi ciency and the approximation error. By Corollary 1, the relative error of the output of the two-stage algorithm is bounded by (el + 1 -en) E I s� n) ( u, v). When l is larger, the relative error of s� n) (u, v) decreases exponentially. Meanwhile, the execution time of the two-stage algorithm increases because we need to read more components of the matrices on disk. If l is carefully chosen such that W ( 1 ) , W ( 2 ) , ... , W ( ! ) fit into main memory, the two-stage algorithm is as efficient as the Sampling al gorithm. For example, let l = 1, W ( 1 ) only consumes O(IEI) space. In this setting, for an SimRank similarity value which is about clIO, the relative approximation error is near eE, which is an order of magnitude better than the Sampling algorithm.
D. Speeding-up Technique
We now propose the technique for speeding up the sam pling process in the sampling algorithm and the two-phase algorithm. Recall that, given two vertices u and v, we sample independently at random N walks Wi', W�, ... , WN starting from u and N walks Wi', W2', ... ,WN starting from v, all of which are of length n. As analyzed in Section VI-B, the expected time to sample each of these walks is O( nd), where d is the average degree of the vertices of g. To reduce the total time of sampling all these walks, we utilize an observation that Wi', W�, ... , WN (or Wi', W2', ... , WN) usually have significant overlaps, which can be used to reduce redundant extensions of walks and will further speed up the algorithm.
In our speeding-up method, we associate every vertex w of 9 with a hash Moreover, we associate every arc e = (w, x ) of 9 with a N -dimensional bit vector Fe, called the filter vector of e. We construct the filter vectors of all the arcs of 9 offline. Initially, we set the bit vectors of all arcs to 0, where 0 is a vector with all bits set to O. For all vertices w of 9 and all 1 :s: i :s: N, we first instantiate every arc e = (w, x ) with probability Pg (e) , where x E Og(w). Then, we select one instantiated arc e leaving w uniformly at random and set the ith bit of the filter vector Fe to 1.
We now describe our method for speeding up the sampling process. Suppose that the filter vectors of all edges have been constructed offline. In our new method, to obtain the sampled walks Wi', W�, ... , WN, we need not to perform the sampling process N times. Instead, we start from vertex u and perform N sampling processes simultaneously by leveraging the common substructures among samples. The Speedup algorithm in Figure 5 describes the process of the speedup algorithm. The details of the method are given as follows.
Step 1. Let U ( k ) be the set of vertices that are probable to be visited at the kth step of a walk starting from u. Initially, we set U ( O ) = {u} and U ( k ) = 0 for all 1 :s: k :s: n. Since u is the Oth vertex in all sampled walks, we insert an entry (0,1 ) to the counting table M u , where 1 is the bit vector with all bits set to 1. For k from 0 to n -1, we perform the kth iteration as follows. For each vertex w E U ( k ) , we retrieve the set, Og(w), of all out-neighbors of w. Each out-neighbor x of w is probable to be visited at the (k + 1 )-th step of a walk starting from u. Recall that the bit vector M w [k] records that in which sampled walks, w is the kth vertex. Suppose the ith bit of Mw [k] is 1, that is, w is the kth vertex in the ith sampled walk Wi u. For every out-neighbor x of w, if the ith bit of the filter vector F (w , x ) is 1, that is, the walk goes from w to x in Wi u, then x is certainly the (k + 1)-th vertex in Wi u, that is, the ith bit of Mx [k + 1] should be set to 1. Thus, we update
, where V and /\ denote the bit-wise OR and the bit-wise AND operations,
Step 2. Let V ( k ) be the set of vertices that are probable to be visited at the kth step of a walk starting from u. Similar to
Step 1, we start from vertex v and perform another n iterations to compute V ( k ) for 1 :s: k :s: n and update the counting tables M:V associated with the vertices.
Step 3. We compute m ( k ) (u,v) based on the counting tables Mw and M:V. In particular, for 0 :s: k :s: n, the value of m ( k ) (u, v) can be estimated by (15) wEu(k)nv (k) where I lxll denotes the I-norm of a vector x, that is, the number of l's in x. It is easy to verify that the value in ( k ) (u, v) computed by the above equation is the same as the one computed by Eq. (12) . Consequently, we can estimate s� n) (u,v) either by Eq. (13) 
VII. EXPERIMENTS
We conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the effec tiveness of our SimRank similarity measure and the perfor mance of the proposed algorithms. We present the experimen tal results in this section.
A. Experimental Setting
We implemented the proposed algorithms in C++, includ ing the baseline algorithm (Baseline), the sampling algorithm (Sampling), the two-stage algorithm (SR-TS) and the two stage algorithm with the speed-up technique (SR-SP). All experiments were run on a Linux machine with 2.5GHz Intel Core i5 CPU and 16GB of RAM. Table I summarizes the data sets used in our experiments. PPll, PPl2 and PPl3 are three protein-protein interaction networks extracted from [10] . Condmat, Net and DBLP are three co-authorship networks obtained from AMiner 1 . For Condmat, Net and DBLP, we set the uncertainty of each edge using the method in [25] .
If not otherwise stated, on each uncertain graph, we ran the algorithms 1000 times. For each time, we selected a pair of vertices uniformly at random fr om the input uncertain graph and computed the SimRank similarity between the vertices. We evaluated the average execution time and relative error of the 1000 runs. Therefore, the execution time and the relative error reported in this section are actually the average execution time and the average relative error, respectively. By default, we set n = 5, c = 0.6 and N = 1000. As reported in the following, the SimRank similarity generally converges within 5 iterations.
B. Experimental Results
Differences between Similarity Measures. First, we test the effectiveness of our SimRank similarity measure by compar ing the similarities computed using our SimRank similarity measure and those computed using other similarity measures. We choose 1000 pairs of vertices on Net and PPll uniformly at random. For each pair of vertices, we compute their Sim Rank similarity by the Baseline algorithm (SimRank-l) and compare it with the similarities computed by other methods, including the SimRank similarity computed on the determinis tic graph obtained by removing uncertainty from the uncertain graph (SimRank-II), the SimRank similarity computed by Du et a!.'s algorithm [3] (SimRank-III), the Jaccard similarity computed by the algorithm in [25] (Jaccard-I) and the Jaccard similarity computed on the deterministic graph obtained by removing uncertainty from the uncertain graph (Jaccard-II). Fig. 6 reports the differences between SimRank-1 and the other similarities. Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(t) similarities of 1000 randomly selected vertex pairs on Net and PPll, respectively. The vertex pairs are sorted in decreasing order of their SimRank-1 similarities. Fig. 6 (b)-6(e) compare SimRank-1 with SimRank-lI, SimRank-lIl, Jaccard-I and Jaccard-II computed on Net, respectively. Fig. 6 (g)-6(j) com pare SimRank-1 with SimRank-ll, SimRank-lIl, Jaccard-I and Jaccard-II computed on PPll, respectively. All similari ties are normalized to within [0, 1]. The differences are SUlmna rized in Table II . We observe that (1) when SimRank-1 varies slightly, the other similarities may vary significantly; (2) when SimRank-1 decreases, the other similarities may increase. The differences between SimRank-1 and Jaccard-I and Jaccard-II are most significant since the Jaccard similarity cannot measure the similarity between vertices without common neighbors. SimRank-1 is different from SimRank-1 1 since SimRank II does not consider uncertainty in graphs. SimRank-1 also differs from SimRank-1 1i since SimRank-1 i1 is based on an unreasonable assumption as we mentioned in Section IV.
Convergence. In this experiment, we examined the conver gence of our SimRank computation algorithms. We varied the number n of iterations from 1 to 10 and computed the SimRank similarities of 1000 randomly selected vertex pairs by the Baseline algorithm. Fig. 9 shows the effects of n on the average and the maximum SimRank similarities between these 1000 vertex pairs on PPll, PPI2, Net and Condmat. Obviously, the SimRank similarities remain stable after 5 iterations. This experiment verifies that the approximated SimRank similarity converges to the exact similarity as n becomes larger. Efficiency. In this experiment, we compared the execution time of the algorithms Baseline, Sampling, SR-T S and SR-SP. Fig. 7 illustrates the average execution time of the algorithms. For SR-T S and SR-SP, we set l = 1 , 2 , 3, respectively. From Fig. 7 , we have the following observations. 1) Baseline is faster than Sampling and SR-TS on PPI2, PP13 and Condmat but is much slower on DBLP. This is be cause PPI2, PP13 and Condmat are small graphs, so their tran sition probability matrices can fit into main memory. However, each of the transition probability matrices W2 , W3, ... , W5 of 573 DBLP cannot fit into main memory. Thus, Baseline incurs high I/O cost on DBLP.
2) SR-SP is much faster than SR-T S on all the datasets. The speedup on PPI2 and PP13 are more than 30 and 15, respectively. This is because SR-SP uses the speed-up tech nique, and the bit-wise operations to reduce sampling time.
3) The execution time of Sampling is independent of the input graph size. Sampling is faster on DBLP than on PPl2 because the time complexity of Sampling is only related to the number of sampled walks and the density of the input graph. The execution time of Sampling on PPl3 is very high because PP13 is very dense.
4) The execution time of SR-TS is comparable to Sam pling. The parameter l of the two-phase algorithm has little effect on the execution time of SR-T S because the execution time of SR-TS is dominated by the sampling process.
Accuracy. We examined the accuracy of the algorithms by running them on all data sets 1000 times and computing the average relative error of the 1000 runs. Since it is hard to compute the exact SimRank similarity between two vertices, we take the SimRank similarity s * computed by Baseline as the baseline and compute the relative error by Is -s * 1/ s * , where s is the similarity computed by a tested algorithm. Fig. 8 shows the relative errors of the algorithms. We have two observations. 1) The relative errors of the algorithms are very small. In particular, the relative error of Sampling is about 10%, and the relative errors of SR-T S and SR-SP are nearly 1 %.
2) The relative errors of SR-TS and SR-SP decrease with the growth of parameter l. This is consistent with Lemma 4. For the same l, the relative error of SR-T S and SR SP are comparable. Since SR-SP is much more efficient than SR-T S, SR-SP is superior to SR-TS in practice.
Effects of Parameter N. In this experiment, we tested the effects of the number N of sampled walks on the efficiency and the accuracy of the algorithms. Since the execution time of Sampling is comparable to SR-T S, we only tested SR-TS and SR-SP in our experiment. We set l = l. , -----t------(-----
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Scalability. In the last experiment, we tested the scalability of the algorithms on synthetic uncertain graphs. We generated a series of uncertain graphs with 2M vertices and 2M-10M edges. The structures of the uncertain graphs were generated using the R-MAT model [2] , and the probabilities of the edges were generated uniformly at random within [0, 1]. Let N = 1000, n = 5 and I = 1. We ran SR-T S and SR-SP on each uncertain graph 1000 times. Fig. 11 illustrates the average execution time of SR-TS and SR-SP. We observe that the execution time of both SR-T S and SR-SP grow almost linearly with the number of edges. This is because the density of the graph is proportional to the number of edges, and the 574 time complexity of SR-TS and SR-SP are highly dependent on the density of the graph. This experimental results show that our proposed algorithms attain high scalability.
C. Case Studies
We demonstrate two case studies to show the effectiveness of our SimRank similarity measure. One is the detection of proteins with similar biological functions in a protein-protein interaction (PPI) network. The other is the aggregation of similar objects in graph-based entity resolution algorithms.
Detecting Similar Proteins. In this case study, we use our SimRank similarity measure on uncertain graphs to find similar proteins in a PPI network. Here we find the top-20 similar protein pairs by two methods. The first one is the SimRank measure proposed in this paper (USIM), and the second one is the SimRank measure without considering the uncertainties (DSIM) in the PPI network. Fig. 12 reports the top-20 similar protein pairs on the PPll dataset. Here we use the MIPS (http : //mips .helmh o ltz-muenchen . de) database as the ground truth, which provides many known protein com plexes. Protein pairs within a common protein complex are thought to coordinate with each other in biological functions [23] . The protein pairs in Fig. 12 Notice that 16 pairs of proteins in the top-20 results by U SIM are contained in the same protein complex, and the top-9 pairs are all in the same protein complex. Whereas, only 6 pairs of proteins in the top-20 results by DSIM are verified to be in the same protein complex, and only 3 pairs in the top-10 results are in the same protein complex. This comparison results show that our SimRank similarity measure is capable of capturing the structural-context similarity between objects with inherent uncertainties such as PPI networks, which verifies the effectiveness of our SimRank similarity measure on uncertain graphs once again.
Entity Resolution. In this case study, we apply the SimRank similarity measure proposed in this paper to graph-based entity resolution (ER). Following the framework of the ElF algorithm [12] , we develop two new algorithms. The first one is SimER that regards the entity graph as an uncertain graph and adopts the SimRank similarity measure proposed in this paper. The second one is SimD ER that regards the entity graph as an deterministic graph and adopts the SimRank similarity measure on deterministic graphs. We compare the SimER algorithm and the SimD ER algorithm with the ElF algorithm [12] and the DISTINCT algorithm [19] on the DBLP dataset. The experimental results are as follows.
First we compare the efficiency of the SimER algorithm, the SimDER algorithm and the ElF algorithm by varying the records size from 2000 to 5000. In the SimER algorithm and the SimD ER algorithm, we set the similarity threshold for aggregating data records to be 0.1. We set the sampling size N to 1000 and use the speed up techniques in the implementation of SimER and SimD ER. Fig. 13 reports the execution time of the three algorithms. Here the execution time of the three algorithms all increases approximately linearly to the record size because they follow the same framework but only be different on the similarity measures, which are also verified in [12] . The execution time of the ElF algorithm is a bit faster than the SimER algorithm and the SimD ER algorithm. However, the variance is not significant. On average, the ElF algorithm is about 20% faster than the SimD ER algorithm and 25% faster than the SimER algorithm. The DISTINCT algorithm is about 25% faster than the SimD ER algorithm and 30% faster than the SimER algorithm.
Next we report the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm s. We choose the same 8 representative author names in [12] and [19] in the DBLP dataset, where each name corresponds to multiple authors and multiple records . We compare the precision, recall and Fl -measure of SimER, SimD ER, ElF and DISTINCT. The experimental results are reported in Table III .
The precision of SimER and SimD ER is comparable to that of ElF and is slightly better than that of DISTINCT. The recall of SimER and SimD ER is much higher than that of ElF and DISTINCT. Also, SimER outperforms SimD ER, ElF and DISTINCT in terms of F-measure. It verifies that the SimRank similarity is an effective method to measure the obj ect similarities in graph data. Moreover, our SimRank similarity measure which takes uncertainties into consideration is more effective for graphs with inherent uncertainties such as the entity resolution application.
VIII. RELATED WORK
A. SimRank on Deterministic Graphs
SimRank [8] is a measure of similarities between vertices. A large number of algorithms have been proposed to compute SimRank, which can be classified into three categories.
Iterative Algorithms. Jeh and Widom [8] proposed the first iterative algorithm for computing SimRank similarities by matrix computations. It computes the SimRank similarities between all pairs of vertices in O(nd 2 1V1 2 ) time, where n is the number of iterations, d is the average degree of vertices, and IVI is the number of vertices. Later, [13] improved the running time to O(ndIV1 2 ) by sum memorization. Further, [20] decreased the time complexity to O(nd'1V1 2 ) by fine-grained memorization, where d' < d. Random-walk-based Algorithms. The SimRank similarity between two vertices u and v can be represented in form of the probabilities that two random walks starting from u and v, respectively, meet at the same vertex at the same time. The first random-walk-based algorithm [4] stores the fingerprints of N random walks as an index in O(NIVI) space and computes single-pair SimRank similarities based on this index. In [14] , a sampling algorithm was developed based on the random walk interpretation in the linear formula. The studies in [16] improve the performance by compactly storing some samples of the original graph. 
